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PHOTOGRAPHER

Referring

says—

““We have received the first number of The Optical
Magic Lantern Journal and Phatagraphic Enlarger,

month.

to “The Optical Magic Lantern Journal
Photographic Enlarger,” says—

‘Tt is to be issued on the 15th of cach

month

and

at id.

Tt

Tt will be under the editorship and conduct of Mr. J. Way

is edited by Mr. J. Way TAytor, son of that able and
veteran journalist, Mr. J. (kati. Taytor,
We should
say there is room for a popular journal upon the subjects

‘AYLok,ason of Mr. J. TRAILL TAYLOR. The new journal
will be Sevoied to lantern work and enlarging, and an
interestiny table of contents is issued. We wish our

embraced within the tile. We wish it length of days to
live, as it has length of words to be known by.”

The
“The

pu

public,

PHOTOGRAPHIC
says—
Magic

under

Lantern

Jonrnal

the editorship

of

young contemporary every success in the sphere of action
it has chosen.”

We hereby certify that we have
published upwards of 8,000 copies of
“The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and

NEWS

is now
two

before

sons

of

the

Mr.

('RAILL Taytor, and, if we may judge from
first number, it will at any rate deserve success.”

VARIOUS

Photographic Enlarger”
for July 15, 1889.

WOODFORD

J.

the

FAWCETT & CO.

Dorset. Works
Salisbury Square, LC.

CORRESPONDENTS

!

|
|

write

(respecting the “ Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger ”)—
“Tt is a long-felt want, and I wish you success.”’

“We will require two copies for our reading room, if the

“Just the journal I require.”
** [t

“O

contains solid information,

future numbers are to share the same demand as the first, as

:

and no nonsense,"
%

“Convenient size, and very useful.”

“[ have spent a pleasant and instructive
reaiing it. You have my best wishes.”

evening

in

it has been literally read to pieces.
st
.
:
;
* Allow me to say I wish you every success in this new
departure.”
‘* Finding it so full of useful matter, I," &c.
“
:
“Wave procured one of your jcurnals, and am much

“You have made one mistake only in the journal, and | pleased with it.

that

is, the

price

should

have

been

6d.,

However, such a paper is bound to succeed.”

instead

of

1d.

;

;

It will, beyond doubt, prove a success.”
.

;

.

‘Very instructive and interesting.
The ‘Selections )
column is a splendid idea ; I hope it is to be continued in
“Your first page Says it ‘is intended to fill a void in our
each number.
When I bought your journal my penny was
serial literature devoted to popular science.’ And if you
i well spent; there is plenty of useful information for the
continue as you have commenced, it will completely fill that
money.
It will bea great aid to photographers, enlargers,
void. Success to it!”
: and lanternists, and I wish you the reward which energy de-

“All the members of our society are pleased with the | serves.

first number.”

Speaking for myself and many others, we have felt

the need of such a periodical as yours.”

A

|
|
ii.
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To Clean Lantern & Photographic Properties.
SoME time since I purchased with other items a
lot of plate boxes, printing frames, &c., made in
the early days of photography, and of excellent
quality, but by their appearance they must have
been stored in a cua! cellar for years. Hesitating

as to
wood
very
use

whether I should consign them
department,” a sample packet
much advertised was left at my
marvellous results were to

to the “‘ fireof an article
door—by its
be obtained.
Taking the packet as directed I set to work on
one of the boxes, the result was the dirt flew away
as by magic; then with sponge and mahogany

stain ] went over the same, following it up
brown hard varnish. They are now filled
negatives and are a treat to look at. If you
any old soiled mounts treat them in the
way, and then follow up' with clean sponge,

you will find them useful.

with
with
have
same
and

Take your printing

frames : they will get greasy and

slip from

the

hand, and perhaps at the loss of a valuable negative. Treat themin the same way.
Dothe same
with the doors and windows of your studio ; with
your porcelain trays a fev moments’ rubbing will
astonish you.
Serve your cameras, tripods, &c.,
in the same way, and they will be worth more
money ; your brass work will look almost new,
your zinc trays and glass ware, your rusty iron

articles will look beautifully bright.

One hint I may be allowed

to give; if you

are a family man don’t expect to keep the article
for your own use, but take my advice and provide
Elizabeth Mary Jane with a packet when required.
She will work it out and give value for the money
on the spoons,

'

the forks, your brass

|

’

|
:

|

plates, and

scores of other items to your benefit, and please
the better half. If you area single man you will
bless me for the recommendation of how to do it,

if married (and I speak from experience) I am
certaiu I shall not get into hot water with advising
such extra expenditure, but shall get blessed
by both.

P.S.—I find I have omitted one very important
item in the above, viz., the formula.

In this
instance you will not be troubled with ten per cent.
solutions. I have no interest in recommending
a good and useful article, sold at 4d. per pound
by every oil and colourman, beyond paying for it;
but I will rely on the Editor’s good nature, and
in hopes that the many readers of this will reap
the benefit. when I say the article is “ Brooks’s
Soap,” Monkey Brand.

H. N. Kine

in The British Fournal Photographic Almanac

{
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Mr. W. M. Baynes, of Brajanza, Torquay, sends
us a timely Communication upon an important
: subject—namely, of an easy method of darkening
a room for lantern exhibitions during daylight.
This will be found in another column.
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WE note some changes in the photographic world of
| journalism.
Mr. Thomas Bolas has resigned the
editorship of the Photographic News and has started
a paper of his own—Zhe Photographic Review,

editor of Zhe Amateur Photographer.
We note
that the last-named journal has removed to comPhotoggraphic | modious premises in Creed Lane, Ludgate Hill.

Enlarger is issued on the 15th of every month, price One
Penny, and may be obtained from all Newsvendors, Railway
News Stalls, Photographic

Penny.

Notes.

CONTENTS.

..,

One

>

x

Wuar is the proper form for a reflector? This
is answered in another page by Mr. George H.
Slight, the superintendent of the Trinity workshops, where all things pertaining to lighthouses
and other projections are manufactured.
=

hd

cd

WE hear from Mr. Wormald that it is his intention shortly to bring out a fourth edition of his
useful book, Zhe Practical Index of Photographic
Lexposure.
2

EIKONOGEN

is

R
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name

2

given

to

a

new

| developer which Messrs. Marion intend to intro‘made payable to Taylor Brothers.
Editorial communications must be addressed, The Editor; duce during the next fortnight.
As they have
advertisements and business communications to Taylor promised to send us a sample, we will have the
Brothers, care of the Publishers, Dorset Works, Salisbury
pleasure of reporting upon it in our next number.
Square, Fleet Street, London, F.C.

Io
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Lantern

Slide

Statuary.

O those who have seen an ordinary printed
out photograph only ofa piece of statuary, |
there remains a great treat in store if an opportunity is afforded of viewing it upon the lantern
screen under the best conditions. When projected
upon the screen in the manner to be described,
a considerable degree of brilliancy and

of the statue.
The outline of the figure is then
carefully lined with china ink, and the intervening
portion filled in. There being only a small part

rotundity

are imparted to the figure, whilst the drapery folds
appear to have a crispness and depth not attain- ;

able in the ordinary printed-out transparency.
We recently inspected two lantern slides, both|
_of which were printed from the same negative and
projected upon the screen. The one being printed ;
with its natural surroundings, the straggling foliage
being produced with great vigour, considerably
detracted from the piquancy of the image which
was the subject, by reason of the eye wandering | of clear glass between

the background, already
from one part to the other. When the eye takes spoken of and the figure, all the attention wil!
in the subject only, it is reviewed with less fatigue, | be centred upon this, the most important step in
and is more readily and thoroughly impressed the work, for upon the sharpness of this line
upon the mind. The second picture alluded to depends the amount of success attending the
had the back-ground and surroundings completely operation, for which purpose it is well to use a
blocked out, the white statue appearing upon a magnifying-glass, and to be careful that the brush
dead, black ground, the great contrast of which j is kept full of the varnish.
It is necessary that
enhanced the whiteness and brilliance of the the brush be lifted as seldom as is consistent
figure.
' with the nature of the outline, and never during
The means by which this preparation of the _ the formation of a straight or slightly curved line,

slide may be effected, though not difficult, is for although to the professional the even junction
somewhat tedious, but the amount of pains ex- of the lines will be a matter of no difficulty, it is.
pended upon it is amply compeusated by the | by no means an easy matter for the tyro to again
ease and pleasure which is imparted to the continue it without encroaching a little on the
onlooker when beholding it upon the screen in uniformity of the line. Certain angles will readily
enlarged dimensions, the impression being created suggest themselves as being the most desirable
that the statue itself is before the spectator illum- parts at which the brush may be lifted; but at all
inated to the greatest advantage.
‘times it must be remembered that the formation
A transparency having been produced by the ‘of even lines should be aimed at, and care taken.
ordinary photographic means, it is placed upon a that they are not of a serrated character, as all
suitable support in order to enable the light to inequalities will of course be enlarged in the same
be transmitted through it, whilst blocking out the ratio as the picture when projected on an enlarged
back-ground.
: scale upon the screen, by means of the lantern.
One ofthe best supports for this purpose is an
<-->
—___—_
ordinary photographer's retcuching desk, having ;
a reflector capable of being inclined to any desired
A PHOTOGRAPHIC exhibition is to take place at
angle. By means of a camel’s hair brush, previ- Hamburg during the summer, under the auspices
ously charged with a dense black varnish, the of the Hamburg Photographic Society.
back-ground is blocked out or painted over, comAs July is the month when the environs of that
mencing at the extremities of the glass, and con- town are at their best, it is expected that there
tinued until within a little distance of the lines will be a large influx of visitors.

a.
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Ar a recent meeting of the Liverpool Amateur
Photographic Association,
Mr. F. T. Paul,
F.R.C.S.,

stated

that he

thought

the value

photo-micrography had been much

Correct

Form

II

of Reflector.

of! WHEN a reflector is used for throwing out a parallel

: beam of light from a lamp it is made parabolic, and

exaggerated. || its action is shewn in Fig. 1, in which a isalamp, and

Although for low powers he esteemed it invaluable, | 6 the reflector. All the rays which reach the surface
yet when very high powers were employed it ' of the reflector are reflected into one parallel beam, as
shewn by dotted lines. ‘The rays which pass the rewas preferable to make drawings.
He used a
microscope with a short body, removing the
eye piece, thus gaining magnification by in-

creased

length.

He employed a long focussing'

camera.
In the matter of plates and light, he.
preferred a fairly slow ordinary plate and a blow- |

through jet with a small diaphragm.
Fic.
1.
Iv has been arranged that the Photographic
flector
in
front
diverge
in
all
directions, and if aflens
Convention of the United Kingdom, will be
c be placed in the axis of the reflector, it will intercept
held during August at the Great St. James’ a cone of such rays due to its size and position, and
A large display of photo- assuming it to be of a correct form, it will refract those
Hall, Piccadilly, W.
graphic apparatus and optical lanterns will be held. ; rays into a parallel beam, but the rays from the reflector, which are already parallel, would converge toa

Papers will be read by the greatest scientists of the
day, and the optical lantern will be employed
largely. A number of varied entertainments will

focus @ after passing through the lens ; and if alantern
picture were placed beyond

also be held. The names of Lord Rayleigh, the
Archbishop of York, Sir J. Linton, Dr. W.
,

Huggins, Mr. Vicat Cole, Professor Dewar and
others appear in the list under whose patronage the
convention will take place.

the lens, the rays

which

came from the reflector would nearly all be” dispersed
without reaching the projecting lens, and consequently
would do little or no good in illuminating the ‘picture,
while for lighthouse purposes those reflected rays would
| be entirely lost.

For lighthouse purposes this loss is prevented
almost entirely by using a spherical instead of a para' bolic reflector, exactly concentric with the light of the

TECKTOQUINONE.—A Rangoon chemist has |
discovered a substance that can take the place of
hydroquinone in a very economical matter.
This
substance is found in the resin of teek wood, and |
has been named tecktoquinone.

lamp.

This arrangment is shewn in Fig. 2, where « is

Fig.

2.

;the lamp, 6 the reflector, and ¢ the lens, as before.

How to

Darken

the Windows

Daylight

Exhibition.

PROBABLY many of us have been present
exhibitions

complete

that have

success,

for:

not

been,

to say

owing to windows

not

In this case, the front rays, which reach the lens, are
refracted into a parallel beam, and the back rays to
the reflector are reflected to the flame, and through it
‘to the lens, thereby increasing the power of the parallel

at lantern ‘ beam, without any loss from divergence.
the least, a

sufficiently

darkened to prevent the entrance of brilliant afternoon
sunlight.
Very efficient and yet inexpensive shutters
can be made by fitting to each window a light wooden
frame, covered with two thicknesses of brown paper.
Some years ago I had a set of such shutters made for
a room, in which I give occasional lantern exhibitions,
and which is lighted by ten windows.
When not in
use the shutters are stowed away, and when wanted
each is fastened in place by two buttons fixed to the
window frame.
They are easily handled, have a neat appearance,
and have proved very useful.
W.M. BAYsEs.

In the lantern, the beam of light from the condenser

is not strictly parallel, as it must converge on the pro-

jecting lens, but the same

principle

can be applied

and holds good in both cases.

In all lantern arrangements of reflectors and con|
| densers there is a large amount of light lost between
: the reflector and the lens, and probably such loss is
practically unavoidable ; but for lighthouse illumination
| the whole ofthis light can be utilised—at least in theory
: —and one way ofdoing that is by the use of Stevenson’s
Holophote, in one form of which a hemispherical
: silvered reflector is used for collecting
the whole ot the
| back rays, which, together with all the direct front rays,
pass through a kind of hemispherical lens, composed

| artly of reflecting and partly of refracting rings of
| glass, which combine the whole into one powerful
parallel beam. Such an arrangement, although beauti-

12
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fully adapted to lighthouse purposes, would

be unsuit-

able for the lantern, not merely on account of its cost,.

but from its delivering the light in a number of rings,
like tubes one within the other, with dark lines between

them, which would be disagreeably evident when projected on a screen.
Geo. H. SLIGHT.

The Magic Lantern: Its Construction, IIlumination, Optics & Uses.
CHAPTER II.—CONDENSERS.
THE object of a condenser in the lantern is to cause
the light from the flame to pass through every part of
the transparency on to the objective or image-forming

lens.

Without a condenser

the most

in the world would only illuminate

Picture.

powerful

of old, lantern opticians can
tout

The condenser most in use at the present date is
formed of two plano-convex lenses mounted close
together, the flat sides being out as shown in Fig. 1, in
which the light L is received upon the flat surface of CC,
the nearer of the condensers, and is eventually projected to A, where the object glass must be placed.
These were first brought popularly into prominence
by the introduction of the Marcy Sciopticon into this
country, previous to which the Herschel form was used
in all the best lanterns.
The Herschel condenser is formed of two lenses,
one being either plano-convex or meniscus, the other
being a doubie convex, as shown in Fig. 2,

War

lamp

<I>

the centre of the

Condensers are formed of one, two, and occasionally
of three or even four lenses, according to the work they
have to do. The cheap toy lanterns havea single
condenser only, those in common use are double. while
a still higher class used in scientific Projections have
three or four.
In one of his memoirs on the optics of
the lantern, Mr, J. Traill Taylor records how the late
Mr. T. Grubb made a condenser of five inches diameter
so perfect that every ray which was transmitted through

say, Vows avons change

cela.

Fic.

2.

The plano-convex lens is made of flint and the other
of crown glass.

The best torm of the two-lens
it from the lime cylinder could be sent though a quarter
inch microscopic object glass.
But such a high per- modification of the Herschel class,
duced a few years ago by Mr. J H.
fection is not required in ordinary lantern work.
It is difficult to say at what stage in the history of shown in Fig. 3, and consists of a
the lantern the necessity for a condenser became
apparent ; but in some of the early treatises on optics
in which any description is given, and even at such a

late date as
the lantern
that at that
appreciate
achromatic
drawing he

that of the publication of Brewstery Optics,
is treated verymuch asatoy. Itis evident
time Brewster had failed quite as much to
its importance as he did that of the
microscope, judging by what he says anda
gives. The condensers in those days con-

lens, with

we

sisted of a single bull's eye, the object glass being a
simple convex lens.
But vast indeed have been the strides made since

these times, and from a toy the lantern has become a
philosophical instrument.
Formerly it did not seem to be considered a matter
of much importance whether the condenser was interposed between the lightand the picture, or was located
outside the latter altogether; for inan old drawing it is
found that no lens whatever comes between the lamp
and the picture, but that the flat side of the bull’s eye
is immediately outside of the slide, and brings the
diverging rays to a point on the object glass after they
have passed through the slide. But since these times

a crossed

Chance’s optical glass.

condenser is that
which was introDallmeyer.
It is
plano-convex flint
lens of crown, both made of

.

Fic.

3.

This brings the rays of light from the lime to nearly
a point in front, and distributes them evenly over the
disc, which can be also done by the Herschel condenser,
although in not quite such a perfect manner, owing to
the symetrical surfaces of its double convex.
:
At first sight Dallmeyer’s condenser looks like the
common one in every day use in ordinary lanterns,
shown above in Fig. 1 ; but there is a wide difference
between them, for in the last mentioned the two planoconvex glasses are similar in all respects, and are

made

of plate glass, while in Dallmeyer’s the first

only is plano-convex, and is made of flint ; and in its
second lens both sides are curved unequally, so as to
bring the rays of light to a point in front, which it is
not possible to do by the other form. Added to this
the popular symmetrical condenser is of a green tint,

which although oflittle import in making photographic

enlargements, yet is objectionable in the ordinary projection of slides ona screen, as of course it detracts
from their purity.
Many double condensers which act badly, and do

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger,
not illuminate the slide they are intended todo, can be
greatly improved by unscrewing them, so as to set:
them further apart from each other.
Triple Condensers.—In America a few ofthe highest
class lanterns have condensers made of three lenses.
Condensers of this nature have been advocated for
many years in this country by various writers, but their
extra expense has probably prevented manufacturers
from making them unless to special order.
Dr. Henry Morton, of Philadelphia, the founder
ard president of the Stevens Institute, is entitled to
a leading share in the honour of advocating and introducing in that country a triple condenser
of his own
calculating, which is open to the world to make.
In
this, all three glasses are plano-convex ; the two first

have their flat side next the light, while in the third
the flat side is next the transparency.
Professor
Morton's condenser is said to include a cone of light
of the great angle of 75 deg.
Of four-lens condensers that of Dr. Cresson is
generally recognised as the simplest and best. Like
Dr Morton's it too is American.
Fig. 4 shows the

|
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In the first place, how few operators there are who,

with the most perfect apparatus, are capable of collectinga large audience and sv thoroughly interesting them
‘that they want to come again.
It is not that there is
| any specially fine quality in the slides the successful

exhibitors show, but it is primarily due to them being

thoroughly well put on the screen, with the greatest
possible attention to many apparently little but really
| important details. But when all this is thoroughly well
done, the real success is measured by the tact of the
lecturer in getting his hold on the audience.
It is rather a curious thing that for the many years
| which have elapsed since the Polytechnic Institution
in Regent Street was closed, there has never been a
daily exhibition of slides for a winter season.
The
only daily ones have been those at the two photographic Exhibitions at the Crystal Palace.
Asa
rule, the most successful exhibitions are those
‘where the limelight is used, usually with a triple
lantern showing dissolving views, interspersed with
effects.

These

will doubtless

continue

to

all time,

for it will always be delightful to children, and they
will not be likely to fail to come forward in everincreasing quantity to support the exhibitors.
May
these go on and prosper according as they deserve.

Still there remains the far larger class of possessors
of lanterns, more.or less complete, who all aspire to
"amuse, if not to instruct, their little circle of friends and
acquaintances, and to whom the hiring even of a lime-

light lantern must be impossible.
For this daily increasing class the halcyon days of
lantern evenings will come when a light of fifty
Fic. 4.
standard candles shall be obtainable with not greater
light-collecting lenses ; a fourth lens, not shown in the | heat than an ordinary gas burner or single paraffin
diagram, receives the parallel rays which are thrown : lamp. It need not be more white than a good gas
flame, but it must be small, not bigger than a hazel
on it by the others.
Fifty standard candles is about
When condensers are of a large size, and are in- | nut or asmall marble.
tended mainly for producing enlargements, great| the real maximum light given by any of the modern
There are
economy of space results from making them of a paraffin oil burning lanternsin the market.
very few which will give this average for a whole
rectangular instead of a circular form.
evening, even in the hands of experts. They can be
safely judged by the number of wicks they have, the
more wicks the less the average light will probably be.
It mav also be confidently predicted that the smaller
the point of light—and this is certain to be the object
‘aimed at by inventors—the more unsatisfactory the
result will be. For this reason, with a point of light
‘no slide made by hand would bear the crisp definition
which would then be obtained with the most ordinarily
fairly good lens, but the dust spots would be the most
prominent objects in the picture.
It would, on the
other hand, be extremely valuable for enlarging
natural objects, such as insects, leaves, or wood
sections.
Fic.
5.
In the meantime, | class myself among those who
This form has been patented by Mr. W.C. Hughes, have to be satisfied with the oil burning lantern,
and is shown in Fig. 5 above.
and therefore want to point out some of the shortcomings, not of the lanterns, but of the aecessories,
more particularly of the slide-holders.,
Lanterns and Accessories.—l.
I will not enter into the question ofthose slide-holders
which are necessarily sometimes required to take other
THERE is every sign that the lantern is in a fair wav than the English regulation standard size, 3} inches
to become not only a valued treasure in every house- by 3} inches, because for the moment I will assume
hold, but the great demonstrating educational instru- that this shall be the size in future, they will be, if
ment ofa near future.
It is still in its infancy,and bought of an English maker, and must be, if made
there is much improvement wanted before it will at home.
attain this full and complete development.
; The most general one is a frame having a groove top
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and bottom, in which the slides can travel.

Novel

They are

always entered at one end and taken out at the other.
As they are generally made exactly 9? inches long, it
is evident that if three slides are in the holder the
mid@le will be exactly centred if the two outer ones are
exactly adjusted to either end, which is quite easily
done by the finger of each hand.
Practically, there
are never three at once. The first one has to take its
chance, unless the operator takes the precaution of
adjusting it before the lens is uncovered.
A very
common occurrence is the neglecting it ; then the slide

|
;

Dissolving

Effect.

Wirurn a circle of, say, 9 inches diameter a swan is
drawn with indian ink, and

shaded

to represent

the

ordinary bird, water and the surrounding scenery being
The paper is left white on all
also sketched in.
portions which are to be coloured or left transparent.
Two transparencies are next taken of the usual
lantern slide size.
Colour the sky, water, scenery and beak of one slide
|
appropriately, and paint the plumage and the reflecis jigged backwards and forwards on the screen to get tion in the water black; and in the other slide stop out
it centred, and it augurs very badly for the rest of the all but the bird and reflection. When the first picture
show, and so it well may, for it is very likely that two is shewn on the screen the swan will appear black ;
thin slides will happen to follow one another, and and when the second lantern, containing the other
instead of the second one pushing the other before it,
slide, is turned on, the plumage will gradually become
it will slide over it and possibly jamb in the groove.
white, whilst the scenery will not undergo any change.
Who has not frequently seen exhibitors perform this
P.
trick, at places too where better things were expected ?
One spring in the upper groove in preference, made
to press towards the condensers in the centre of the |
holder, and two

similar

springs in the lower groove,

one in the centre and the other just about half an inch

from the entering end.

This end, by the way, should

have the back part of the wall of one of the grooves cut
away, top or bottom at will, but not both. for more
easy entering of the slide. If the springs are not too

Editorial

Table.

Messrs. SAMUEL Fry & Co. have introduced some

novel forms of transparency frames.

They are made

in all sizes, from lantern upwards, and are constructed

to hold either one or a series of views.

In one kind

the picture is held by the action of a screw, and in

strong they will be quite noiseless ; they are best made another variety by means of spiral springs. The whole
of watch spring. To fit these in the groove a fine thing is neat and effective, and is sold at a moderate
diagonal

groove,
serted.

cut is made

with a saw in the wall of the ‘price.

Being nickel-plated it possesses advantages

As a means of placing or
not much thicker than the spring to be in- | over lacquered frames.
A little hard spirit varnish dropped in will; suspending one or more lantern slides in a window,

hold it firmly.

A somewhat

wider cut must be made

they will be very useful.

in the opposite diagonal direction to take the free end. | A NOVEL instrument (the Faciometer) for measuring
The springs may be from 2$ inches to 3 inches long, a persen for spectacles has just been brought out.
and the cuts made to suit, but the fixed end had better _ By applying it to the face, and adjusting various
be towards the entering end of the holder.
screws, the exact relation of the eyes to the nose,
_In the first case—the holder without springs—the and width of temples, are shown upon a scale. The
pictures are rarely in focus, the slides have too much agents for this country are Messrs. Sharland, Thavies
play in the grooves, which are usually unnecessarily - Inn, London.

WE have received from Messrs. Bemrose and Sons,
Chetwynd Street, Derby, a folio of Collotypes, comprising specimens of portraiture, landscapes, and
the second case, with the same holder, fitted with | examples of work for commercial illustrations or art
springs, the effect is better and less noticed by the; catalogues. They are all that can be desired.
audience, but the change must be made quite slowly |
and regularly, as well as stopping exactly in the centre
ofthe screen, or the spectators will rise.
Applications for Patents, 1889.
GEORGE SMITH.

wide, and therefore a thin one will not unfrequently be

much out of perpendicular; the result is that the
audience is quite exhausted in less than an hour. In

Photography

as

Applied

to the,

Lantern.

No. 3719.—March 2, T. Howell, “ Improvements in
illusion devices."
No. 3818.—March 5, W. Leach, “ Improvements in the
stage, which

is used

as a part of his lantern

DURING tbe past few years, the number of those who known as Leach’s Oxyhydrogen Lantern
No. 3966.—March 6, A. T. Clarkson,
interest themselves in the lantern and its capabilities
”
telescopes.
has been vastly increased by the sudden popularity of
No. 5114.—March 25, J. Greenbyry,
the art of photography.
Amateur photographers are
for displaying photographs or cards."
now to be found in every town in the kingdom, and : tus No. 5430.—March 29, C. Lantz, “A
they are beginning to find out that there is no better

microscope,

Microscope.”

“ Improvements in

“ Improved apparanew and improved

apparatus for automatically exhibiting pictures and the like
upon receipt of a coin.”
No. §542.—April 1, A. R. Wormald, “ An improved

method of showing their friends the pictures which
they have taken than by means of the optical lantern.
The same instrument, too, as it offers a means of | stand, or frame, for exhibiting photographic lantern slides,
making permanent enlarged copies of small photo- || negatives, or other transparencies.”
No. 6999.—April 26, C. Gray and H. Kemp, “ Tmprovegraphs, serves with them a double purpose.
T. C. HEPWorRTH (Book of the Lantern).
| ments in magic lanterns.”

—
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No. 7658.—May 7, A. Wrench, “ Improvements in tele- that one of the condensers which is next to the slide, and
substituting one having a rather longer focus. An improvescopic fronts for optical lanterns.””
No. 7897.—May 11, E. S. Bruce, ‘‘ Improvements in ; ment may also be made by separating the parts of the conapparatus for showing the illusion produced by the per- denser so as to have a greater space between the two planoA condenser which acts
convex lenses of which it is formed.
sistence of vision to large audiences.”
No. 7983.—May 14, W. Griffiths, ‘Improvements
in fairly well when used with a large Aame may quite break
cameras for making lantern slides or copying photoeraphic down when the light is reduced in size as is the case in the
mixed gas burner.—Eb. |
pictures.”

No. 8085.—May 15, H. W. Jones, ‘Improvements in
the production of developers for photographic use.”
No. 8474.—May 22, W. 33. Bolton,“ Improvements in
holders or carriers for flexible sensitive photovraphic films.”
No. 8632.—May 24. A. 1). Chapman, “A collapsible
pneumatic focussing chamber.”
No.
ments
No.
ments
No.

MEGASCOPE.
{To the Editor.]
Srr,—Can you give me particulars of an instrument called

a m:vascope, both as to its construction, size of lens, mode of
9198.—-June 3. S. Marcus and B. Fuchs, ‘ Improve- | using, and the light employed for its projections?
I amaware that it is an opaque projecting lantern for large
in albums for photographs and the like.
‘
9403.—June 6, A. Barr and W. Stroud, ‘ Improve- representations, and it is, I believe, eminently suited for
But I know nothing of its construction,
: illustrating lectures.
in apparatus for copying by photography.”
yet it is, 1 understand, a very
9627.—June 11, I. Mawson and C. Winter, ‘Im- ' nor can I find any maker;

provements

in photographic shutters, especially adapted to ‘simple

contrivance.

Any

particulars

will be

helpful. —

E. C. OWEN.
: Yours, &c.,
Friars Stile Road, Richmond Hill.
No. 9825.—June 15, L. EF. Perken, F. L. Perken and
A. Rayment, * An improved washer for photographic plates, ' [Thereare no megascopes made or sold in London, as far
as wecan discover. The megascope, as correctly surmised, is
films, prints and the like.”
a large volume
No. 10131.—June 21, F, Greene and M. Evans, ‘* Taking merely an opaque lantern, so constructed that
object, such as the
photographs automatically in a rapid serics with a single of intense light can be thrown upon any
cameras of the detective class.”

| hand

camera and lens.”
No.

10133.—June

21, W.

P. O'Reilly,

‘‘An

individual, the works of a watch

or a picture,

than usual size and length of focus being
used. Objects thus projected are shown in their natural
colours. In our series of articles on the lantern we shall

instantaneous shutter for photographic purposes.”
No. 10145.—C. M. Newton, ‘‘ An improved photographic
detective camera and plate changing box.”

doubtless have one on the megascope.—ED. |

—o+- —

HUGHES’ METALLIC SLIDE.
[Lu the Editor. ]
;
S1x,—When Mr. W, C. Hughes took a patent for binding

Correspondence.

a
re

of an

improved ‘a lens of more

| lantern

DEFECTIVE LANTERN DISCS.
[To the Editor. }
S1r,—TI am glad to see that at. last we have got an organ
for the lantern, and in anticipation of the time when I hope |

slides with

metal

instead

of paper, he surely must

have known of the existence of the brass preserver in which
ferrotypes are mounted at every roadside and seaside resort.
How, in the face of this, not to speak of other transparency

frames in the market, Mr. Hughes can sustain his patent is

to send you some jottings for its columns, I desire to ask a: beyond my comprehension. —Yours, &c.,
PQ.
question or two, to which I hope you will reply, this the| (Mr. Hughes’ binders are quite unlike those mentioned by
rather as I have some idea I do not stand alone in my lack our correspondent, and are for quite a different purpose.
of knowledge.
Therefore, in our opinion, he can sustain his patent.—ED.]
My sciopticon lantern, a good useful one, selected by and
obtained from the late W. B. Woodbury, gives me a disc
DETECTIVE CAMERAS AND ENLARGING.

ee
<a
—

which is lighted with great evenness, with the exception of
two dark strips down the centre, which I am told nothing
can cure so long as I use a two-wick lamp edge on to the condenser.
In the autumn of last year I acted on a suggestion
made in one of the photographic journals and had a mixed
gas lime-light jet placed in my sciopticon, together witha condenser of shorter focus in order to get a wider angle of light,
and here is where my trouble comes in. While with my old
two-wick lamp I certainly got a slightly brighter disc, with
my lime-light I do not get that uniformity of lighting in the
disc which I desire.
I have every adjustment. possible.

I can
make
with
This

raise and lower the burner, turn it from side to side,
it approach to or recede from the condenser, and yet
all my care the edges of the disc are uniformly imperfect.
is my trouble ; what is the cause, but above all wherein

lies the remedy ?—Yours, &c.,

THE

VICAR.

P.S.—Pray inform your readers that Scarborough, where
I am at present enjoying the marine breezes, will be found a
most lovely and useful centre of operations for obtaining

[To the Editor.]
S1r,—Your new journal has reached here. Ithink it is
a very good idea. Now that detective cameras are all the
rage, enlarging, both temporarily by the lantern, and permanently on paper, must of necessity increase, and the optical

lantern will receive an impetus;

for who will be satished

with the small pictures of most detective cameras ? Therefore,
anything tending to circulate knowledge on those subjects
will be welcome here in New York.
Wishing you every
success, believe me to remain, Yours, &c.,
New York.
James H. HARE,
—Cco+—_—

WHEN one is being conveyed through scenes of a grand,
charming, and ever changing character, he usually becomes,

in sentiment at any rate, an artist in spite of himself. In the
varying forms assumed by mountains, trees, valleys, villages
or cottages, he instinctively tries to realise how these would

look in a picture, and this in turn engenders the thought of
pretty scenes for lantern slides.
(The fault mentioned is a rather common one.
It is how pleasant it would be if, by means of some portable
caused by givinz to four-inch condensers curves which are photographic apparatus involving in the use thereof neither,
only adapted for three and a-half inch ones, this being done ! trouble nor the possession of special skill, transcripts of such
to increase the angle of light. This subject will be found | natural beauties could be secured to serve as reminiscences
treated somewhat fully in an article on condensers in this of the trip, or for the gratification of friends at home.—J.
number.
A cure in this case will be effected by removing : Traill Taylor (ia Scovill Series).
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Notes

Selections.
A Goop four-inch condenser will illuminate an ordinary
lantern slide better to the edges than a bad four-and-a-halfinch condenser.—7. Le. Freshwater.
*
*
*
WHEN buying a lantern it is well to obtain a guarantee
from the vendor that the back lens of the projection combination is large enough to take in the whole of the cone of
rays coming through the picture. If too small, much of the
light would be lost.— W. Ef. Harrison.

and

;

Queries.

Errvatum.—In our “Selections” last month the name of
Mr. T. E. Freshwater was given instead of that of Mr. J. J.
Briginshaw.
The Editor has to thank numerous correspondents who
have sent their good wishes and complimentary remarks
respecting The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
Received Laterna Magica from E. Liesegang, Dusseldorf.

a

Havinc had considerable experiencein the United States
with cylinders of large size, they seem to possess advantages
over anything yet devised for containing the gases used for
limelight, and except by the grossest want of care, stand preeminent for safety.—J. Simpson Tomkins.
* 2
*
THE optical lantern will become the grcat educational
instrument of the future.— George Smith.
x

+

*

Ir must be remembered that, in order to represent the
whole of a lantern slide distinctly, the back lenses or condensers must be rather larger than the dimensions of the
slide.—H. Bielfeld.
-_*

A bDISC of six or seven

.

feet is about right for figures,

R. Leonard.—lf you are in the habit of cleaning your
lenses and mounts in the manner you mention, they will
speedily become worthless.
If dust settles thickly upon the
glass, blow as much off as possible, then dust lightly and
wipe with a piece of soft chamois leather, but do not wipe

dust off with your finger in the way you speak of, as the
surface of the lens may thus be scratched by the biting
properties of the dust. (2) The brass tube is polished in a
lathe, and under the treatment to which you allude yours
must present an uneven surface. Better get an optician to
polish and re-lacquer it.
R. L. (Birmingham).—The effect to which you refer
cannot be obtained with one lantern.
It is necessary that
two be employed.
Thanks for your kind wishes.

W. Cornish, Junior, writes :-—' As superintendent of a
statuary, &c., to give brightness and not an unnatural size;
while landscapes, &c., appear better in a disc of ten or more school I intend arranging for a lantern exhibition, to be held
as soon as the days get a little shorter.
I shall esteem it a
feet.—L. J. Marcy.
favour if (1) you will recommend me a good subject for an
x
x
WHEN the amateur has made
a perfect slide, varnished and hour and a-half's entertainment, and (2) the name of the
protected it with a cover-glass of thin crystal, and bound it best firm from whom to hire the lanterns and slides." In
securely, he has a ‘thing of beauty” which will be a joy to reply—(1) As there are hundreds of different entertaining
stories to be had, it is almost impossible to recommend any
him as long as he lives.— Marcus H. Rogers.
particular one. (2) Consult our advertising columns, and
x
*
send for a catalogue, but we cannot recommend any one
THE attempts to depict the attitudes of animals in motion firm in preference to another.
probably originated with art itself, if, indeed, it was not the
H, H.—Thanks for the description of the carrier. It is
origin of art; and upon the walls of the ancient temples of
Egypt we still find pictures of perhaps the very earliest not, as you suppose, a new idea. Theoretically it possesses
advantages, but practically it was useless. as it has a knack
attempts toillustrate animal motion. —Ladweard Muybridge.
| of failing to work at the time required. It was withdrawn
from the market a few years ago.
Try to make photographs yourselves, and see if you can-

not do as well as others have done before you and are now
doing all the time. It is not only that you may amuse yourselves ; itis that you may learn to love and appreciate the

beauty with which nature has been so abundantly adorned,
and that your eyes may have a new power and see al] around
what you have never seen before.
Too manv go into the
country, or even live in it, and yet never see it.— Rev. Geo.
M.

Searle.
“«

x
*

I Know of no industry or art that has had more attention
given to its literature than photography.—
Zid, D. Wilson.
x

*
x

THE colour of the slide is entirely dependent upon taste,
nich brown of Indian ink and carmine being what I have
found the best.— IV”. B. Woodbury,
x
x

.

TuE best surface for a screen is that of a plastered wall
smoothly whitewashed, or, best of all, covered with a thin
layer of plaster of Paris.— W. Jerome Marvison,
*

*
*

No more enjoyable way of spending a few winter's evenings
could be found than the printing off on glass the results of a
sumimer’s work.—Ellerslie Wallace.
=

*

Ir is the task of the operator to find ways and means to

make equally good enlargements from any negatives.—F. W.
Geldmacher,

Rev. G. Banding.—Yes,

the screen

must

be wet if the

lantern be on one side and the audience be on the other.
Pupil Teacher writes :—‘ If a tank be used in the lantern,
and filled with water containing a small quantity of nitrate
of silver, anda drop of hydrochloric acid be added, dense
clouds appear. Of what do they consist, and how can the
solution be again made clear?” Answer.—The clouds are
chloride of silver. If ammonia or hyposulphite of soda be
added the solution will become clear.
A. C. R.—The negative you sent us will not make a good
transparency.
It is over exposed and flat.
Pater.—We will communicate with you by letter.
J. Robins.—(1) We do not fully understand your question.
(2) Use a lens of longer focus.
:
Auld Reckie.—You will find an illustration of the condenser in this issue. An article on object glasses will follow
in due course.
The Shah. —If you leave the negatives for our inspection,
we will give an opinion as to their suitableness for the
purpose.
Oo

Luctb DESCRIPTION OF A Macic LANTERN.—The following is from an old dictionary: ‘The magic lantern isa
small optical instrument which shows by a gloomy light ona

wall monsters so hideous that those who are ignorant of the
secret believe it to be performed by magic."
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Price,

SUTER'S
APLANATIC LENSES

1,6

SUTTON,
3rd Thousand.

ARE

spoiling dry plates.”—E.

BEST

FOR

ENLARGING.

G. R. GOTZ, Sole Agent,

19, Buckingham Street, Strand,

J. BRADEN.

eee
ee |
“T have found it of almost inestimable value, and I now
give up all idea of reckoning an exposure by any other

means.'’—E.

THE

SURREY.

‘A knowing friend for consultation.
My Camera is no longer a machine for

Ya

mae

J. WALL.

See also his DICTIONARY OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

MAGIC

|

LONDON,

LANTERNS

W.C-

AND _ SLIDES.

WALTER
TYLER
Ilas the Largest and Best Stock in the World, and making this business his entire
occupation, is in the position to supply the Trade, Shippers, and Exhibitors at such
Moderate

Prices,

that

none

of

the

so-called

Manufacturers,

or

Stores

are

able

to

compete. The large stock of upwards of 100,000 Slides, and many hundreds of Lanterns,
from 30s, to 200, enables Walter ‘l'yler to dispatch orders immediately on receipt.
Most of the Comic Sets of Slides have been reproduced at great expense.
Great Reductions haye been made in the Hire of Slides, which can now be had on
hire at Is. per dozen., no extra charge being made for Chromotropes or Effects.
All requiring the very Best Value should not fail to send for the largest and most
complete Catalogue, which will be sent post-free to all applicants.
Great Bargains

MOTTO—*

BEST

in Second-hand

QUALITY,

LOWEST

Lanterns

PRICES,

and Slides.

PROMPT

DISPATCH.”

WALTER TYLER, 48, WATERLOO RD., LONDON, S.E.
ROOKE’S SIMPLEX AUTOMATIC

PRINT WASHER.

(PATENT.)

Is Self-acting.

Prints Will Not
NoAttention
Saves Time.

Continuous
Cone

Stick.

required:

Action.

Bottom.

1in. diameter, 11/6; fin. dia:
meter, 15;6; 20in, diumeter, 20/. +
diameter, 40/-; 80in
diameter, 45,-.
Lubes to connect
tap, 1/- and 1/6 each,
eosin,

INSIDE.
ENAMEL
WHITE

THE

MR. E. KELLY, of Newton Abbot, writes:—'‘I believe it to be the most effect
tivo Print Washer yet introduced.” To be had of all dceulers, and seen in

SCIOPTICON

Is fitted with Rackwork

really an Optical Lantern.

to the Stage

operation at-290. CALEDONIAN ROAD, LONDON, N.

and is therefore

With Oil Light, it is the only

one that will give a steady light for five hours without
the slightest attention.
It has always beaten the
3, 4,and 5-wick lamps—when at their best—for light,
Itis now fitted with a
although it has only two wicks.
very eftective Slide Changing Apparatus.

Price,

complete

in

Case....... £4

10s.

With Lime Light it is the most perfect and mcst
powertul Lantern made.

|

WRAY’S

D |A P H

| R |S

Sciopticon
ROW,

A MEDAL

S

has been awarded

for these

d

LENSES,

Biune Donec and: Rastoteeotlany
PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXHIBITION,

Co.

W.

North
LONDON,

M

ees

(GEO, SMITH),
26, COLEBROOKE

R A G

When required, ata small adeitional cost.

Write for Lists, or Call at

The

LENSES

Are now fitted with

N.

WRAY,

Hill,

OPTICIAN,

Highgate,

London,

Prices and Illustrated Catalogue for Stamp.

N.

vi.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger,
WW.
BEGGS

CHAMBERS

TO

ANNOUNCE

THAT

HE

IS

New

LENSES

AND

PREPARED

CHAMBERS,

CONDENSERS

OPTICIAN,

TO

EXECUTE

arian

FOR

|

FOR

HIS

THE

OPTICAL

BUILDINGS,

HIGH

HOLBORN,

SAMPSON LOW,MARSTON
NEW

LONDON.

& Covs

BOOKS.

Ready, crown 8vo. cloth,

MEMORABLE

LANTERN

Full Descriptive Cutalogue post-free on application to

3, FEATHERSTONE

Now

a

Photographic

OF THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE QUALITY AND FINISH.
W.

(P= 18 ers. ba ees
ind firm

1s.

6d.

LONDON

HOUSES

A HANDY GUIDE,
With Illustrative Anecdotes and a Reference Plan.
By WILMOT HARRISON.

With 100 Illustrations from Drawings by C. H. Marrix.
An Edition de Luxe of 250

SAMPSON

LOW,

copies is in the Press,

MARSTON,

Sr. DUNSTAN’S

Trade

each copy

SEARLE

HOUSE,

Made expressly for the Work.
numbered

and

signed.

& RIVINGTON,

FETTER

LANE,

Mark—G.W.W.

Price

6s. net.

LIMITED,

LONDON.

Registered.

G. W. WILSON

& Co.,

Lantern Slide Makers,
2, st. SWITHIN ST., ABERDEEN,
HAVE

NEW

JUST

CATALOGUE
SENT

POST

FREE

ON

ISSUED

THEIR

OF

LECTURE

RECEIPT

OF

So

ADDRESS.

SETS.

fhe Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Balarger.

ADVERTISEMENT
To

Messrs.

TAYLOR

ORDER

Vil.

FORM.

BROTHERS.

Please insert the accompanying Advertisement in

The Optical Beanie Watery Houryal aul Photographic Hanlavger,
ses seteneasie

LUNES, Abnoocccrumummununn CACh insertion, to occupy

the Riddevia SPACE:
NIUE coesseesersscsccssessssvessessesessvessiesiesesissessitipispiusputasisiisses sess cece
Address

De®

All Advertisements should reach the Office, Dorset Works, Salisbur
y Square,
Fleet Street, London, not later than the 12th of each month.

a

ima

SUBSCRIPTIO
To

Messrs.

TAYLOR

aS

FORM.

BROTHERS,

(Care of the Publishers, )

Dorset

Works,

Salisbury

Square,

E.C.

Enclosed please fd occuroon for which
send

me

Thy Optica Magic antern Fournal antl Photographic Vonlanger,
a

months, post-free, commencing...
POST-FREE.

12 months
6

-

>

ie

Single Copies

...

Name
L/6.

OQ,

1h.

HPELIESS sssesssstsssserisettnsnesnssonnserensnenanestnsessnsegcnseesnsaetasinsneetatsntseeas

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

viii.

THE

MAWSON

© Lantern Plate

“WaviSon

Is specially manufactured for the
production of Transparencies.
| There is nothing to equal rt for this

\

LANTERN
PLATE
\sJS SPECIALLY

it

MADE

tones

The

work.

be

can

varied

according to Developer used, and
for Brilliancy and Clearness in
tt is unsurpassed,

Shadows

Developing

Solutions,

Cover

Varnishes,

and

Glasses,

Paper

Masks

and

Binders

all Requisites.

MAWSON
& SWAN,
33, Soho Square. London; & Mosley Street, Newcastle-on- Tyne.

EXCEPTIONALLY

ADAPTED

FOR

CAMERA.

DETECTIVE

PATENT

“EUREKA’

ROUGH’S

LANTERN

SCENES

AND

VIEWS.

Eulogised by the “Iilnstrated London News” in connection with the works of Special Artists.
by
It received the only Medal at the Crystal Palace Exhibition, an award which has been amply sustained
most
the
By those who have used it, it is declared to he
the success achieved during the past season.
Price, complete
Specimens, particulars, &c., forwarded.
market.
the
in
perfect instrument of its kind

with
,

Instantaneous
Ci

i

Di a

Doublet
ea I

Lens
Ae

17s. 6d.;

and Finder:—For Plates 31 x 33, £5
‘£6 12s. Gd.

i

a

ee

II BO
PPO

ty x 34

NT

Rouch’s ‘Eureka’ Patent Changing ‘Back
;
Was the Novelty of 1888 season, and marks an entirely new eca in Camera construction, dispensing as it
does with separate Dark Slides. In the new arrangement a number of plates (preferably and
conveniently 1 doz., or fewer if a large sizc) ave contained in a receptacle of extremely moderate
dimensions, which forms at once Dark Siide and Changing Box, the Plates being changed after
exposure, in the open air, without any extraneous shelter or assistance.

Rouch’s Patent Portable Camera,

fitted with Changing Back:—4-plate, £6 10s.; 1-1 plate, £8 17s. 6d.

W. W. ROUCH

—

& CO., 180, STRAND,

Printed and Pablishel for the Propricturs by Wooprornn

Fawcett

LONDON. ©

& Co., Dorset Works, Salisbury Square, E.C.— tune 1h, lesa
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